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AkhtarSiddharth .A valve-checker is a device designed to check the integrity of a valve. A valve-
checker may include a viewing instrument connected to a pressure line through a valve. The viewing
instrument can be inserted into a valve housing and viewed via the lens inside the instrument,
through a window in the housing. If a valve fails, it is possible to infer failure by observing anomalies
in the valve's operation. The device is useful in making sure that there are no internal leaks and
verifying the integrity of the valve's seal. The information gained from testing a valve is useful in
determining whether the valve meets specifications, such as whether it can pass a pressure test. A
valve-checker may be used on valves that operate on fluids or gases. Valves designed for high-
pressure applications or valves that operate in corrosive environments are examples. Valve-checkers
may be used to test valves designed to operate at medium and high pressure, and may be used to
test valves designed to operate at low pressures. A typical valve-checker may include a pressure-
testing or position-testing instrument connected to a valve through a valve-changer. The valve is
placed into the valve-changer, the valve-changer is sealed, and a pressurization or check or test
starts up. For a position-testing instrument, pressure is applied until the valve seals, and then the
valve is held open while an indicator remains within a particular position. For a pressure-testing
instrument, pressure is applied until the valve seals, and then the valve is held open while pressure
is measured. The valve-checker is delivered to the
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